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Access Mechanism Control in Wireless ATM Network Using Virtual Connection Tree S.H. S. Ariffin, N. Fisal, M. Esa Fakulti Kejuruteraan Elektrik, UTM Skudai, 81310 Johor Bahru [email protected]



Abstract: Maintaining quality-of-service (QoS) in a network is important to satisfy the network customers. One of the parameters a connection must have in order not to violate QoS constraint at call-level is having the right bandwidth rate. Effective bandwidth makes a big different in allowing more connections to be accepted to a network. This does not only apply to data connection but also to speech connections. Integrated services supported by ATM, needs a mechanism to control multi services that is using the same line. This access mechanism can be the complete partitioning or the complete access. Each mechanism has its own advantage.



Though effective bandwidth allows more connection in a network, the QoS



performance has to be monitor to provide better service to the customer. Hence, the pre determined of bandwidth rate prior to connection is set to maintain the QoS requirement.
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I



Introduction



The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a data transfer technology that supports a single highspeed infrastructure for integrated broadband communication i.e. voice, video, data and etc. ATM network are characterized by virtual circuit connections that carry small, fixed-size packets call cells within the network irrespective of the applications being supported. Unlike local area network (LAN) technologies such as Ethernet, ATM is distance-independent and can be deployed as local or wide area networks. As development of communication grow, freedom to communicate has become an essential phenomenal success for commercial cellular and paging services. Hence the new generation of wireless networks will need for two main reasons: •



To enable different wireless technologies to interwork seamlessly with existing wireline networks



•



To meet the diverse traffic demands required by current and future customers.



The convergence of ATM in the wireline and wireless domains serves as an effective platform in achieving these objectives. Thus, the subject of wireless ATM (WATM) has been the focus of active research in recent years. However many open issues remain to be addressed and resolved. For instance, the combined concerns of wireless and multimedia communications do not yield simple solutions since channel conditions and traffic load distributions fluctuate dynamically with time and in ATM transmitting different bandwidths in a single line will achieve flexibility and economic advantage of sharing a network [1] but if



no traffic access control is applied, the network resources such as a transmission bandwidth will be occupied unfairly by overload traffic and the overall network quality-of-service (QoS) cannot be maintained [2-4]. Thus the network need to have access mechanism, which allocates the network fairly to meet the QoS, required for each type of traffic. In conventional network bandwidth allocation control at call set up is similar to that of multirate circuit switching network where the bandwidth required for each traffic is fixed. This bandwidth control system can be modeled as a multiserver queuing system where some customers require service by more than one server [5,6]. In WATM, it achieves bandwidth efficiency through statistical multiplexing of the transmission bandwidth. When a call is accepted, the bandwidth required for a call is first calculated at call setup with the knowledge of the traffic characteristics, such as average bit rate, peak bit rate and traffic burstiness. For a call accepted in the network, only this bandwidth, which is usually lower than the peak bit rate, is guaranteed. The traffic in ATM are categorized into two type of traffic which are; 1) real-time connections i.e. constant bit rate (CBR), real-time variable bit rate (rt-VBR) and 2) non real-time connections i.e. non real-time variable bit rate (nrt VBR), available bit rate (ABR), unspecified bit rate (UBR). For real-time connections usually CBR are used and each connection is given a fixed bit rate (e.g. 64kb/s for voice). For non real-time connections, effective bandwidth allocations can be applied to connections. The focus of this paper will be the QoS on call level in wireless ATM network using a virtual connection tree (VCT) model, which will be detailed, in the section II. Two types of mechanism proposed to the model are the complete partitioning and complete access mechanism and is presented in section III. The numerical result will be given in section IV and conclusion will be made in section V.



II



The VCT network



A Virtual Connection Tree (VCT) is a network that grouped adjacent cell sites into a cell cluster (see Figure 1). The size of a cell cluster will depend on the population of an area, which may consist a minimum of 3 base stations and a maximum of 100 base stations (depending on an area). Each cell site will have one base station to accommodate the mobile terminal (MT) within its regional area. In ATM, usually the size of a cell site is either pico cell (100-500m) or micro cell (
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Figure 1: The hierarchical network based with cell cluster



. VCT uses multicast concept to reroute handoff calls and this reduces the need to invoke the NCP for handoff by grouping a number of radio cell sites to a cell cluster. When a MT enters a connection network, the NCP will allocate a multicast route in the fixed and wireless environment. This is to ensure the mobile terminal is free to handoff to any base stations in the connection network. Multimedia devices, mobile phones, wireless notebooks are some of the examples of wireless terminals. The fixed portion includes the base station, sub ATM switch (sub SW), ATM switch (SW) and the root switch (RS). This analysis will concentrate on controlling the non real-time connections in a congested network using VCT. A



Complete Partitioning (CP)



Complete partitioning is a mechanism that divides the total bandwidth allocated at a base station for real-time and non real-time connections. This is illustrated in Figure 2. If C is the total capacity, 0 - C1 bandwidth will be allocated for real-time connections. Non real-time connection can use the remaining of C - C1 bandwidth. QoS class in terms of cell delay, cell jitter and cell loss is essential in order to provide better performance for the network customers. However, if more connections are given less bandwidth than the connections required, these QoS parameters will be lowered. In real situation this have to be avoided. Here, the probability that a connection will be given less bandwidth than it required, P(r


connections in each base station. The total capacity of C UB will be assigned to each base station. Hence at any particular time, the bandwidth available to non real-time connections (C – C1) UB is shared equally between all of them [7]. C1 Real-time I
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Figure 2: Complete Partitioning



In this access-sharing scheme the QoS of non real-time connections can be found independently from the real-time connections. The wireless bandwidth available to any mobile terminal is discrete random variable, Pr , where r is the available rate and belongs to the discrete space {C, C / 2, C / 3,…, C / Nnrt }. The steady state probability of rate, r = C / s being available to a MT can be found by multiplying the probability, s number of connection connected to the network with number s and divide by the probability that all mobile terminals are connected to the network and this can be written as:



Pr =C / s =



s ⋅ Pnrt ( s )



(1)



Nnrt



∑ sP



nrt



(s)



s =0



where Pnrt (s) is



(λnrt µnrt )s  Nnrt − s (λnrt µnrt )k  s!  ∑ k! k =0  Pnrt ( s) = k  λnrt  k   µnrt  Nnrt λnrt   k!  ∑ k! ∑ µnrt  k∈A k =0 



s = 0,1,..



(2)



Nnrt is the maximum number of non real time connections allowed to the network. For real-time connection the admission control will allocate peak bit rate and for non real-time connections with variable bit rate, the admission control will give effective bit rate, bE, where effective bit rate is in between peak bit rate, bp, and mean bit rate bm. The probability that the available bandwidth rate to any non real-time connection is less than a threshold rmin is given by:



Nnrt
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s=n Nnrt



∑ sP s=0



Here, rmin is defined by the effective bandwidth. n is the smallest integer greater than



C / rmin and Pnrt



(s) is given is equation (3).



B



Complete Access (CA)



In this scheme, the capacity of the network C will be shared among real-time and non real-time connections, C1 = C and it is illustrated in Figure 3. This means that real-time connections can use up to the total capacity of the network if the bandwidths are idle. At any particular time, the bandwidths that are not used by the real-time connections will be shared equally among the non real-time connections. The steady state probability of rate r being available to a non real-time connection can be found by summing up all the probabilities that i and s number of connections is connected to the network and divides it with the probability all of the bandwidth left for non real-time connection is used up. Real-time
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Figure 3: Complete Access



The probability of rate r being available to a non real-time connection, P(r) can be written as:



P(r ) =



1



Prt (i ) sPnrt ( s ) ∑ i , s ∈ A kP ( k ) s ∑k =0 nrt Nnrt



(4)



where Prt(i) is



Prt (i ) =



(λrtII µ rtII )i i!
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and Pnrt(s) is in equation (2), s = 0, 1, 2…and i = 0, 1, 2…..



(5)



As defined all combination of i and s such that:



(6)



C − iBW 1 r= s



where 0 ≤ i ≤ C /BW1 , 0 ≤ s ≤ Nnrt and r is the bandwidth rate shared equally amount the non real-time connection. Hence, the probability that the available bandwidth rate to a non real-time connection is smaller than rmin threshold is:



∑ P(r )



P(r < r min) =



(7)



r∈Ar , r < r min



where Ar is all the possible combinations of i and s.



III



Numerical Result



An analysis was done on the affect of Erlang load of real-time connection to probability that the available bandwidth rate to any non real-time connection is less than a threshold rmin, P (r < rmin). Assumed that the total capacity of a network is 40 UB (≈ 2.5Mb/s). The number of base stations, B in a cell cluster is assumed 7. The calls arrive at the network are exponentially distributed with rate varies from 35 to 55 calls per second and the calls departure are exponentially distributed at 2 call per seconds. The minimum bandwidth threshold rmin is 0.8 UB. The real time connection is given 30UB of the total capacity. Figure 4 shows the Erlang load per cell site did not affect the P (r < rmin), but with lower value of maximum number of connection allow, the P (r < rmin) is lowered. This result is obtain because when more number of non real-time connections is allowed to the network, the probability that a non real time connection will be allocated with less than rmin bandwidth by the admission control is higher. Hence, statistical multiplexing has takes place. When the bandwidths for real-time and non real-time connections are partitioned, they are fixed. As the Nnrt vary with the same amount of bandwidth allocated for non realtime, the P(r < rmin) changes. For example if C1= 30 UB, C-C1= 10 UB. For 10 UB remained for non real-time connection, if Nnrt =30 the effective bandwidth available for connection is 0.333UB (~ 21.333kb/s). In contrast if Nnrt =50, the effective bandwidth available for non real time connection is 0.2UB(~12.8kb/s).
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Figure 4: Probability of bandwidth is less than the minimum rate, P (r < rmin) against Erlang load per cell site
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Figure 5: The effective bandwidth of non real-time against the maximum number of non real-time connections allowed, (Nnrt) for different C1.



Figure 5 shows the effective bandwidth of non real-time against the maximum number of non realtime connections allowed, (Nnrt) for different C1. The call arrival of the non real-time connection is varied from 35 to 55 calls per seconds. It is found that, using complete partitioning, CP, as the amount of bandwidth allocated for real-time increases, the amount of bandwidth remained for non real time decreases. Hence the effective bandwidth given to each non real-time connection will be less than the predetermined threshold, rmin. This is because when less bandwidth remained for non real-time connection the available bandwidths are limited to be shared amount the requested real-time connection. Hence the effective bandwidth given to each non real-time connection is less than 0.8UB.
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Figure 6: Probability that the bandwidth is less than the minimum rate, P (r < rmin) against maximum number of connection allowed to a network for different size of C1.



Figure 6 plotted a graph of P(r < rmin) against Nnrt for different size of partitioned real time connection, C1. It is found that when C1 is large, the P (r < rmin) is higher. This is because the bandwidth left for non real-time connection is smaller to cater a high number of connections and in the end the effective bandwidth given will not meet the required QoS parameters such as cell loss. However when C1 is less i.e. 25 UB, the probability that a non real-time connection will be given effective bandwidth of less rmin bandwidth was decreased. This is because when a generous amount of bandwidth remained for non real-time connection, a non real-time connection might be given 1- 0.8UB and this will guarantee the QoS requirements.
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Figure 7: Probability that the bandwidth is less than the minimum rate, P (r < rmin) against maximum number of connection allowed to a network for different size of cell cluster.



Figure 7 the P (r < rmin) against Nnrt for different size of cell cluster, B. The arrival rate is fixed at 55 calls per seconds and the amount of bandwidth allocated for real-time connections is 30UB. It is found that the size of cell cluster affects the P (r < rmin) where the higher the number of base stations in a cell cluster, the higher the total bandwidth in the network. This will increase statistical multiplexing and hence the probability for a connection to get less than rmin bandwidth is lowered. This is because when more base station are grouped into a cell cluster the capacities of the VCT is higher and this allows the network to cater for more connections. In complete access, the QoS for non real-time connection will depend on the real-time connection because the whole capacity is shared between both types of connections. Hence, in this case we have to consider both classes in order to find the QoS of a non real-time connection. As mentioned earlier, the non real-time connections can use the available bandwidth left by the real-time connections and this bandwidth will be shared equally among the accepted non real-time connections. Figure 8 shows the probability that the bandwidth is less than rmin, P (r < rmin) against Erlang load per cell site for different size of C1. Assumed that the total network capacity is 40 UB. For C1- 15, the real-time connections have used up to 15 UB of the total capacity and the network allows only 30 number of non real time connections. For C130, the real time connections have used up to 30 UB of the total amount of network capacity and allow only 15 numbers of non real-time connections to the network.
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Figure 8: Probability that the bandwidth is less than rmin, P (r < rmin) against Erlang load per cell site for different size of C1.



For both situations the call arrival varies from 35 to 55 calls per seconds. The calls depart from the network exponentially at 2 calls per seconds. The threshold of minimum bandwidth is set to 0.8 UB. It is found in Figure 8 that when more traffic arrives at the network the P (r < rmin) is higher. This is due to limited bandwidth left for non real time connection to share among the accepted non real time connections. Further, when more bandwidths are used by the real-time connections, fewer bandwidths are left for non real-time connection and this will decrease the probability for a connection to get less than the threshold bandwidth. If more sources are utilized by the real-time connection then the effective bandwidth assigned to the non real-time connection will approach to 64kb/s (approx. 1UB). No statistical multiplexing takes place.
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Figure 9: Bandwidth allocated for real-time connections against effective bandwidth available per non realtime connections.



The call arrival rates vary from 35 to 55 calls per seconds and the call depart at 2 calls per seconds. The total capacity of the network is 40 UB. In the analysis, bandwidth used by the real time connections was varied from 10 to 25 UB with the maximum number of non real-time connection allowed to the network is fixed to 30 and 40. The minimum bandwidth rate, rmin is set to 0.8 UB. Figure 9 show that as C1 increases, the effective bandwidth available for each non real time connection decreases. This is because the bandwidth left for non real time connection to share among the accepted connections is limited. Thus, the given effective bandwidth will be lesser but if less Nnrt is set, then each non real-time connection will be given better effective bandwidth. This is because the limit of Nnrt decides on the effective bandwidth, which will be allocated by the admission control.
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Figure 10: Probability that the bandwidth is less than rmin, P (r < rmin) against Erlang load per cell site for CA and CP



Figure 10 shows probability that the bandwidth is less than the minimum rate, P (r < rmin) against Erlang load per cell site of real-time connections. It compares access mechanism complete partitioning (CA) and complete access (CP). Here, it is found that access mechanism CP maintained at almost the same value of P (r < rmin) as the Erlang load increases. CA increases with Erlang load and cross CP at Erlang load 3.2. Hence, it can be conclude that CA can be used at load below Erlang load per cell site of 3.2 and CP is better at Erlang load per cell site of 3.2 and above. Figure 11 shows another comparison between access mechanism CA and CP. An interesting result is obtained where using access mechanism CA, it maintains at almost the same value of P (r < rmin) despite of the increment of Nnrt. From the result, it is found that when the maximum number of connection allowed into the network is below than 40, access mechanism CP gives a better P (r < rmin) than CA but at Nnrt equals to 40 and above, CA can give better P (r < rmin). This also shows that the interception of P (r < rmin) for CP and P (r < rmin) for CA depends on the amount of bandwidth partitioned for non real-time connection, which in this case is [C-C1=10UB]. Hence if C1 is smaller the interception will be more than Nnrt 40. This is because in CP, the amount of bandwidth partitioned for non real time connection is fixed and if more connection are allowed into the network the system can not give a bandwidth that will satisfied the network QoS requirements.
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Figure 11: Probability that the bandwidth is less than rmin, P (r < rmin) against maximum number of non real-time connection allowed for non real-time connections



IV



Conclusion



In comparison of CA and CP access mechanism, it shows that CA can be use in cases where traffic are average or below 3.2 call per seconds but CP will maintain at a P (r < rmin) value despite of the traffic load. However, CA is preferred than CP when more number of non real-time connections is allowed into a network. It can be conclude that CA and CP are preferred in certain cases depending on the traffic load and the maximum number of connection threshold.
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